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Don’t ask what business can do for the arts, ask what the arts can do 
for business.

FLUX Factory offers various seminars for companies. With FLUX Factory 
seminars, you become the performance. 

FLUx Factory has designed several artistic performances to supplement 
and enrich your seminars. We truly believe that unconventional aids to 
communication help to stimulate the flow of communication.

Our FLUX seminar performances offer attendees a chance to take a step 
back and reflect on and analyze the role of communication in the company. 
The performances provide the opportunity for team building, 
skills-honing, and motivation.

With our help, you will be able to develop the creative potential of your 
employees, your teams, and your managers so you can all benefit from the 
Flux Laboratory experience. When you add the unusual and the unexpected 
to a seminar, you create a gateway to communication. art is the vehicle 
for creative energy.

Our clients really enjoy FLUX venues because they provide an inspirational 
and unconventional space where creation and innovation are the norm. 
FLUX locations are communication tools that will set you apart/show off 
participants’ individual personalities and will also furnish the stage 
where participants can express themselves, communicate, and gain expertise.
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Help us to help the arts!
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art and Seminars 
Calligraphy Event — action 
Body Painting

Don’t ask what business can do for the arts, ask what the arts can do 
for business.

initiation to painting and dance, or the art of freeing creative energy 
through movement and painting.

This seminar is for teams that want to engage in a collective and creative 
work that combines dance and visual expression. The underlying theme 
of this team effort, the dance and painting experience, is to capture dance 
moves on a large canvas. The purpose of the exercise is for the whole 
group to create a work of art together. Then the team effort can be exhi-
bited, admired, and interpreted in the context of the company: corporate 
action body painting!

The event is filmed to broaden the scope and the impact of the seminar. 
So you will be able to show the Film as you wish on your intranet, on social 
media, or during a corporate event.

Proposed length: 
One day or one evening at a FLUX Laboratory site, at a site of your 
choosing, or at your company.
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art and Seminars 
Company Presentations — 
Dance Charts

Don’t ask what business can do for the arts, ask what the arts can do 
for business.

Short, concise, and effective, these are “Pecha Kucha”- type company dance 
presentations. Format: 20 dances lasting 20 seconds each, for a total 
presentation of six minutes and 40 seconds.

Pecha Kucha is Japanese for “the sound of conversation.” it’s a dynamic 
response to the problem of “death by PowerPoint,” originally conceived 
for presentations by designers who had more of a talent for creativity 
than public speaking.

Objectives:

- Dance is an art, a ritual, and a form of entertainment. It is a means of 
expression that can be codified, that has a singular power of communion 
and communication. Using the disciplines of Pecha Kucha and dance, we hope 
to bring the company and its teams to approach communication from a new, 
fun angle.

- Enable teams to use other forms of expression to communicate ideas, 
concepts, products, and services.

- improve performance, team spirit, and group focus to achieve goals 
and results in an atmosphere that fosters confidence and mutual respect.
This challenge will also create a new team dynamic that will prove 
beneFicial beyond the seminar.

The event is filmed to broaden the scope and the impact of the seminar. 
So you will be able to show the Film as you wish on your intranet, on social 
media, or during a corporate event. 

Proposed length:
Two to three days at FLUX Laboratory, depending on type chosen.
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art and Seminars 
Don’t mob, Flash mob!

Don’t ask what business can do for the arts, ask what the arts can do 
for business.

Flash mob dancing for your team. 

Get ready to round up your teams in a flash to overcome any kind of 
business challenges with swift, effective, and unique nonverbal 
communication. Corporate flash mobs are team-building activities that 
you will find highly creative, surprising, and exciting, and they will 
get you moving.

The idea behind flash mob dancing is to gather a group to perform a brief 
surprise dance. The amazing effects are well known. Your flash mob teams 
will become a mobilizing force within the group when the other teams 
looking on are caught by surprise.

Once the flash mob team is ready to come together to dance and uplift, 
once the location and format of the flash mob dance have been chosen, 
the leader can begin his routine with a solo dance movement. Then 
he attracts the next group of dancers, who join in with the next move, 
and so on. The trick to a good flash mob is to slowly get as many dancers 
as possible involved in the routine, which will naturally become the 
signature flash mob dance of your company.

We can also organize flash mobs for a kick-off meeting, a conference, a 
FLUX seminar at your company, or just out of the blue to inject a speciFic 
type of creative energy into the company. Your flash mob teams can also 
act as external communications representatives when the flash mob takes 
place outside the company.

The event is filmed to broaden the scope and the impact of the flash mob. 
So you will be able to show the film as you wish on your intranet, on social 
media, during a corporate event, or include it in your communication mix.

Proposed length: 
One half-day or one evening at a FLUX Laboratory site, at a site of your 
choosing, or at your company.
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art and Seminars 
Workmate academy

Don’t ask what business can do for the arts, ask what the arts can do 
for business.

The Workmate academy contains three seminars: Grand Slam and Open Mic, 
GRAFFITO/GRAFFITI/FRESCO, and Team Break.

These seminars are for company teams that want to develop excellent 
interpersonal skills through a better understanding and handling of 
stress, emotions, and stage fright. At this academy, your teams will learn 
how to increase their self-confidence and confidence in their team in 
order to create an unbeatable team synergy. It’s a sort of battle academy 
that will allow you to face all future challenges with conFidence.

GRAFFITO/GRAFFITI/FRESCO

Practice your talents as a graffiti artist as part of a team that creates 
a fresco on the history of your company, its key players, and its graphic 
identity.

GrafFito/GrafFiti/Fresco is an artistic and participatory immersion 
process where your teams dive into the world of urban creations. Using 
the theme of your company history, your teams will be able to use this 
liberating, fun means of expression that is highly prized for its graphic 
qualities and its colors. The seminar will allow your teams to reflect 
on the unique identity of your company, its history, its values, its key 
people who helped it evolve, and on the graphic design of your logo. in 
short, the goal of this seminar is two-fold: thinking about the company, 
and telling its story by creating a fresco.

Goals

To offer an enriching experience with the goal of designing a mural, 
either on a cardboard wall, or on one of your actual walls. You will 
contribute to your collective memory with this work of art that can be 
displayed, admired, and interpreted in the context of your company. 
More importantly, it’s also an enjoyable team-building exercise where 
the participants take on the role of Hip Hop artists, armed with spray 
cans and stencils, carving out an identity to tell their story.

The event is Filmed to broaden the scope and the impact of the GrafFito/
GrafFiti/Fresco seminar. So you will be able to screen the film as you 
wish on your intranet, on social media, during a corporate event, or 
include it in your communication mix.

Proposed length:
One day at a FLUX Laboratory site, at a site of your choosing, or at your 
company.
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art and Seminars 
Workmate academy 
Team Breakdancing

Don’t ask what business can do for the arts, ask what the arts can do 
for business.

The Workmate academy contains three seminars: Grand Slam and Open Mic, 
GRAFFITO/GRAFFITI/FRESCO, and Team Break.

These seminars are for company teams that want to develop excellent 
interpersonal skills through a better understanding and handling of 
stress, emotions, and stage fright. At this academy, your teams will learn 
how to increase their self-confidence and confidence in their team in 
order to create an unbeatable team synergy. It’s a sort of battle academy 
that will allow you to face all future challenges with conFidence.

Breakdancing options designed for companies
 
Team Breakdancing is a b-boying seminar (the actual term for 
breakdancing) designed to join up, loosen up, and shake up your teams.

The teams will be composed of sets of b-boy and b-girl breakers who 
will learn how to master the subtle moves of the fun and original dances 
created by FLUX Laboratory. Team Breakdancing will enhance the 
concentration skills, creative thinking, vitality, and synergy of teams 
with a dance competition between two b-boys and b-girls, or between 
groups of dancers.

Goals

- Develop a team by using insight, judgment, and intellect, while remaining 
faithful to the “hip,” in the sense of being clever, improvisational, 
and trendy, and to the “hop,” meaning a series of rhythmic, acrobatic moves 
combining gestures and steps.
- Work on managing and relieving stress through physical activity, body 
movement, and play. 
- Motivate teams using power move techniques.

Format

The basic concepts of breakdancing are explained and demonstrated:
- Power moves, which are based on speed, dynamics, and gymnastics
- Bite, meaning the act of repeating another b-boy or b-girl’s power moves
- Spin, twirling around on your head as your body spins around
- Style, expressed by your rhythm, your look, and the way you make your 

moves

in a battle, b-boys and b-girls take turns facing off, one power move after 
another, bite after bite, each one showing off his style in a lighthearted 
spirit of friendly competition. The event is filmed to broaden the scope 
and the impact of the seminar. So you will be able to show the Film as you 
wish on your intranet, on social media, or during a corporate event.

Proposed length:  
One half-day or one evening at a FLUx Laboratory site, at a site of your 
choosing, or at your company.

Option:
Lunch Break Party
Based on the famous New York Lunch Break Parties, Lunch Break Parties 
combine body movement with Hip Hop coaching and a FLUX Food lunch for 
your teams.
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art and Seminars 
Workmate academy 
Slam Tournament and Slam Session

Don’t ask what business can do for the arts, ask what the arts can do 
for business.

The Workmate academy contains three seminars: Slam Tournament and Slam 
Session, GRaFFITO/GRaFFITI/FRESCO, and Team Break.

These seminars are for company teams that want to develop excellent 
interpersonal skills through a better understanding and handling of 
stress, emotions, and stage fright. at this academy, your teams will learn 
how to increase their self-confidence and confidence in their team in 
order to create an unbeatable team synergy. It’s a sort of battle academy 
that will allow you to face all future challenges with conFidence.

These are two variations of the Slam that we offer as part of the 
Workmate academy. Based on the concept that verbal communication plays 
an essential role in many professional situations, The “Slam Tournament” 
and the “Slam Session” are creative and educational activities that 
enable your teams to express themselves in verse and make their remarks 
in the form of poetry. Slam was originally invented in 1986 to breathe 
new life into poetry and to make it more accessible. Slam makes words 
come alive.

The “Slam Tournament” takes the form of a competition, either between 
teams or between individuals.

The “Slam Session” is an open slam session where the members of the 
team can express themselves freely on the microphone. 

Goals

- Stimulate team creativity via verbal expression exercises requiring 
elocution and memory and allow people to speak in front of all kinds of 
audiences with greater confidence, poise, and effectiveness.

- adopt the values and techniques of the slam: harmonies, rhythms, and 
verse, along with free and open communication.

- Study and analyze the types and purposes of your corporate communica-
tion in order to reinvent and reformulate it in the shape of spoken poetry.

- Work with voice, vocal placement, breathing, intonation, articulation, 
controlling the rhythm and flow of the memorized text.Become comfortable
as a poet, slammer, and speaker, and learn how to manage stress by 
controlling your verbal communication so you can master your stage 
fright when speaking in front of an audience.

- Work on nonverbal communication, the body, gestures, posture, facial
expression, and learn to turn stage fright into positive energy.
The event is Filmed to broaden the scope and the impact of the seminar.
So you will be able to show the Film as you wish on your intranet, on social 
media, or during a corporate event.

Proposed length:  
One half-day or one evening at a FLUX Laboratory site, at a site of your 
choosing, or at your company.
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art and Seminars 
motivation Factory EGOMat

Don’t ask what business can do for the arts, ask what the arts can do 
for business.

Motivation Factory EGOMat: Participatory video installation, focused 
on your company’s sector.

Based on role-playing, this fun and creative seminar forces the 
participants to act and think in unusual ways. Motivation Factory EGOMat 
is a participatory video installation that delivers immediate results. 
it’s actually a team-building and motivational tool that trains teams to 
act. By playing someone else, participants lose their inhibitions through 
laughter and joyful moments shared by the whole group. The team is sure 
to build closer ties as a result. The installation projects a dynamic, 
innovative, avant-garde image of your company, either internally or to 
the general public.

Goals

motivation Factory EGOMat is a participatory process that engages people 
in dialog, harnesses their energies, and leads to reFlection. This event 
will optimize the Flow of communication within a company and boost conFi-
dence and respect, while preserving the right mood.

another goal of the event is to develop an open environment over the 
long term for the exchange of ideas and communication. This playful, 
motivating workshop will allow you to spend some time just having fun 
with your team.

Motivation Factory EGOMat lets employees take off their masks 
for self-discovery as well as seeing their colleagues and their work 
environment in a different light.

Format

We offer two options. The first is to hold the seminar using FLUx 
Laboratory’s Motivation Factory EGOMat installation to build a general 
framework for a fun, participatory workshop with a goal of producing 
group unity, ideas, dialog, and creativity.

The second is a customized Motivation Factory EGOMat production inspired 
by either your company’s main line of business, your brand image, or your 
corporate social responsibility.

in this scenario, our FLUX consultants will prepare the choreography and 
Film the dance ahead of time to be screened, working closely with your 
team.

The event is filmed to broaden the scope and the impact of the seminar. 
So you will be able to show the film as you wish on your intranet, on social 
media, during a corporate event, or include it in your communication mix.

Proposed length:  
One half-day or one evening at a FLUX Laboratory site, at a site of your 
choosing, or at your company.
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